
How Does The Mineral Kingdom 
Reproduce? 

 

 

 

Mushiba: Many humans are fascinated with crystals and rocks and their effect 

on the Human condition. Yet, other than the nice feeling we can receive from 

rocks and crystals, what do we really know about The Mineral Kingdom itself ~ 

as a kingdom? Below is an excerpt in which Waith talks about how Mineral 

members are born: 

Question: “I understand that energies in The Mineral Kingdom have their 

own consciousness. However, I don’t understand where rocks and crystals 

actually come from. Are they made by the Earth itself as the years go on?”  

Waith: “Minerals have their own reproductive process just as all the other 
kingdoms have a way that is unique to its kingdom for reproduction. 

While there are some instances of a simple manifestation, their 

reproductive process is different from The Human Kingdom, and thus, 
they are, as you would call it, born. The time frames are much different in 

this kingdom than in The Human Kingdom ~ their length of time in a 
particular incarnation ~ and when they have finished their time, their 

encasement dissolves, just as your encasement dissolves. There are 



portions of it that will remain as it needs to be, just as the human 
encasement has portions that remain, as need be.”  

“Some encasements dissolve completely and many of you have 

experienced this sight. You have seen what was a rock that you had in your 

environment and then one day the rock is dust. It means that the Mineral 
energy has finished and has left. 

“The Mineral Kingdom includes what you call dirt and all that you would 

find in the dirt and all that comes out of the rocks ~ all are 

interconnected. They have families, as you can best understand it, their 
own types of clustering for living environments and their own culture, as 

you would call it. They are very much a society.”  

The Mineral Kingdom is strongly and abundantly present in my environment. 

And, I have seen their process of birth, growth and departure ~ as we all can, if 

only we pay attention. 


